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Assessment and accreditation reporting isn’t just about compliance.
With the right approach, your assessment process will tell you what
needs to change at your institution to be more effective and achieve your
mission. Rather than setting up a reporting strategy that’s focused on what
NOT to do, create a forward-thinking, proactive strategy that shows you what
you can do to improve and reach the goals you want.
This guide helps you take a step back and revisit the fundamentals of assessment
to get a fresh perspective on your measurement and reporting processes.

Establishing Clear Outcomes
Assessment helps measure progress against goals by tracking specific outcomes.
Goals are broad themes, institutional priorities, or general areas of success your institution is
focused on. These tie back to your mission, which defines your purpose or “why.” What is your
promise to students, faculty, and the community at large? What does your institution intend to
achieve in the next three, five, or ten years?
Outcomes state what you want to achieve and how you’ll know when you get there, helping you
measure institutional progress toward key goals. Are you achieving your mission? Are you even
close? Academic outcomes specifically track and measure student progress as they move through
courses or programs of study.

A good outcome is:
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SPECIFIC.
Be clear about
what you want
students to
accomplish.
Each outcome
should focus on
only one idea
or expected
behavior.

MEASURABLE.
What metrics
will you use
to determine
whether the
outcome is met?
Be objective:
Students either
do or do not
exhibit the skill.

ACHIEVABLE.
The outcome
should be
motivational.
Be sure it is
attainable for
students in
the course or
program.

REALISTIC.
Be sure the
outcome aligns
with the student
or institution’s
broader goals
and objectives.

TIME-BOUND.
Provide a target
date or timeline
so that you can
track progress
throughout the
process.
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In addition, outcomes should be:
Active. Action-oriented verbs make the assessment process more dynamic and keep your
team focused on forward motion.

Future-focused. Think about what will be different after the learning experience and build
that into your outcome.

Tied to Bloom’s Taxonomy. When you write outcomes to align with the levels of
knowledge-based, skills-based, or affective taxonomies, it is much easier to determine which
assessment techniques are most appropriate for measurements.

Linked to your institutional mission. Outcomes should tie back to what your
institution is striving to achieve - if students achieve them, everyone will be better off.
Outcomes for specific academic units and programs should ladder up to broader organizational
goals. Remember: the ultimate purpose of tracking outcomes is to demonstrate impact and show
progress against institutional goals.

Do Your Learning Outcomes Meet These Criteria?
Think about these two statements when you’re writing learning outcomes.
Learning outcomes are the result of a person taking in information you provide.
Learning outcomes reflect how the person has changed and what they can
now do as a result.

Non-Academic Outcomes
While academic outcomes define expected behavior or knowledge that
a student will demonstrate after they complete a course or program,
non-academic outcomes focus on skills and accomplishments outside of
student learning. Every unit at your institution should have a list of outcomes
that tie back in some way to your institution’s mission statement, and
non-academic units are no different.
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Operational or service outcomes tie back to ongoing administrative activities that make learning
happen. For example, you could establish outcomes around staff providing or promoting a specific
service, or faculty designing coursework connected to employer needs. Program outcomes reflect
the aggregate effect of a program, or how the institution is better because the program exists.
This could be centered around student satisfaction, retention rates, employment rates for degree
completers, or external recognition for the institution.
Success outcomes are used to measure performance relative to goals, outline how a unit will help
the institution achieve its mission, and monitor key metrics. In some cases, if non-academic units
interact with students, there could be learning outcomes that link to their work to help demonstrate
learning that takes place outside of the classroom.
They are similar to key performance indicators (KPIs) in that they help you measure the most
important work being done at your institution. Tracking these outcomes helps non-academic
units prioritize their services and improve their processes, and by keeping a close eye on progress
over time, you’ll be able to catch issues before they become major.
Here are some examples of non-academic outcomes that, if met, would make a major impact on
your institution:
Increase the number of students who attend advising hours by 20%
Grow alumni donations during the fall drive by 30%
Submit accurate, thorough accreditation reports on time in alignment with
regional standards

Success Story: Union University
Union University’s culture of continuous improvement places equal emphasis on academic
and non-academic excellence. As the institution adopted Planning & Self-Study by
Watermark for their assessment and accreditation reporting, they involved non-academic
units from the start. “When I started working with Academic Support on developing
outcomes, I told them, ‘You are the foundation of this institution. Without you, it doesn’t
work,’” said Michele Atkins, Assistant Provost for Accreditation and Research at Union
University. “By the end of our three-hour workshop, they were submitting outcomes of their
own – and now they can see where they fit.”
Read the full case study to learn more about Union's experience.
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Curriculum Mapping
Curriculum mapping offers valuable insights into your programs’ ability to meet specific outcomes by
showing the connections between the expected outcomes of an academic program and the specific
courses where this learning is taking place. It also creates a strong foundation for your assessment
process so that you know where to look when it comes time to report on progress, and creates a
source of clarity and dialogue where faculty can collaborate.

The curriculum mapping process may seem like a lot of extra effort, but it does offer a few
significant benefits:

Planning a sequence for instruction. You can identify in which course a
student should first be introduced to a concept and in which course that student
should be deemed “proficient” – and make sure outcomes are spread out evenly
throughout the program.

Identifying gaps in your program. Are all of your learning outcomes covered
in the current courses? Is the student’s path to proficiency clear? Better to find that
out in the planning stages!

Finding opportunities for assessment. When outcomes are mapped to
courses, you can then define how to monitor student progress along the way.

Improving the learning experience. When you are assessing student
learning as they move through a program, you can spot negative trends and adjust
the program accordingly (for example, adding new courses or modifying syllabi
and assignments).

The curriculum mapping process also helps faculty and program chairs better understand
how their given course fits into the big picture of their students’ educational experience
and define expectations for student growth as they take additional courses. By
outlining outcomes introduced in one course and then reinforced in a later
advanced course, you can ensure students are developing their knowledge and
skills across the curriculum.
In addition, academic chairs are able to confirm that outcomes are
being taught throughout the program, while faculty are able to take more
responsibility for teaching a specific outcome. It can also help students
themselves understand the path they’re on, see how the courses they take will help
them achieve their goals, and gain clarity around what is expected of them as they work
through the program.
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Beyond the Check Mark
The check mark is a simple way to indicate the presence of material, but to take curriculum
mapping a step further, use more sophisticated language to indicate the level of depth a
student has achieved.

3Covered

3Assessed

3Introduced -> Reinforced -> Mastered / Emphasized

4 Ways to Simplify Curriculum Mapping
As you’re working through the curriculum mapping process, try these tips to simplify the process:

1

Start small and iterate.
Review the current course offerings and identify which outcomes are covered in
each course. Once you’ve done this, you can begin to look more closely at each
course and add levels of Introduction, Reinforcement, and Mastery.

2

Find ways to start measuring learning.
Identify clear-cut assessment opportunities such as capstone assignments or major
projects and start reviewing the data.

3

Address obvious gaps.
If there is a specific outcome that students in a program are struggling with, start
there. Take a closer look at the curriculum and identify where faculty can make
adjustments to help students build their knowledge.

4

Use the right tools.
A digital assessment software solution can make it easy to create, track, and report
on the connections between outcomes and courses. Planning & Self-Study by
Watermark allows you to quickly indicate whether a program outcome is covered in
a particular course, and the assessment planning module actually starts building
curriculum maps for you as you define where annual assessment is taking place in
the program (and vice versa).
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How Are Curriculum Maps Organized?
Some institutions use post-its on a whiteboard to map standards and outcomes
to specific courses. A simple table can work too: This example shows four basic
outcomes for a biology program. During the mapping conversation, it becomes clear
which courses aren’t pulling their weight.

The Goal - Example Assessment Boards
Planning & Self-Study offers templates to support curriculum mapping so you can easily create
connections between your courses and specific outcomes.

Outcome/Standard
Apply the processes of
biological science...

BIO 200

BIO 300

3

3

BIO 465

Employ quantitative reasoning
skills to reach valid conclusions
and critique arguments...
Articulate principles of other
scientific disciplines and their
connections to biology...
Integrate biological principles
in a global context...
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Measuring Success
Outcomes are not the same thing as measures, but when you’re writing outcomes it helps to have
an idea of how you’re going to measure it. Some common learning outcomes include:
Understanding

Information literacy

Application

Psychomotor skills

Analysis

Attitudes, values, dispositions,
and habits of the mind

Evaluation or problem-solving
Synthesis or creativity

Metacognition

The next step in assessment requires collecting data to determine whether an outcome is
successfully met. To do this, you must design an instrument that can accurately assess whether a
student has achieved milestones within a program or can demonstrate specific skills. The scope of
your measurement process can also encompass multiple outcomes.

Direct vs. Indirect Measurement
Direct and indirect measures both have a role to play in a successful assessment strategy. Direct
measurements provide actual proof of student learning. They include artifacts like essays, exams,
or capstone projects, and are often scored with rubrics. Indirect measurements involve other
indicators of success like self-reported surveys, sentiment scores, or final grades that
include attendance.

To determine whether to use a direct or indirect measure for the
outcome, think about what you’re trying to accomplish and how
best to provide sufficient evidence.
To determine whether to use a direct or indirect measure for the outcome,
think about what you’re trying to accomplish and how best to provide sufficient
evidence. Assuming it’s possible, do you need to provide tangible proof the outcome
is achieved, or is a general indication of success good enough for the audience?
Using a 2:1 ratio of direct to indirect measurements helps ensure that your outcomes are
actually being met (and a combination of the two is often required by accreditors!). By looking at
both direct and indirect measurements, you’re able to get the full picture – for example, if student
surveys reflect that course participants feel they learned something (an indirect measurement)
but exam results don’t demonstrate this (a direct measurement), you can take a closer look at the
course or program content to figure out what went awry.
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Define Your Measurement
When you’re deciding how to measure an outcome, be sure to consider:

Outcome fit: Is the measure appropriate for the outcome? (For example, surveys may
be a viable way to measure sentiment, but a test makes more sense for measuring
math skills.)

Data type: Is the audience interested in quantitative or qualitative data?
Does the volume of responses warrant one over the other?

Timeline: Are you measuring post-experience, pre- and postexperience, or within the experience?

Providing feedback: Do you plan to provide feedback to the person whose
work you’re evaluating? If yes, consider formative vs. summative feedback.

Frequency of data collection: How often are you gathering data? (Once per term,
once per year, every other year, or less often?)

Methodology: Do you need to create a new tool, adapt a tool, or purchase a tool to make
measurement possible?

Set a Target
If 75% of students got 3 out of 5 on a rubric, is that good or bad? Determining what you want
to measure is the first step. Next, you have to set clear targets for performance against
outcomes. This is similar to having a hypothesis in a scientific experiment: if you aren’t
working toward a goal, you won’t know when you’ve hit it. Establishing a benchmark also
creates context and helps set expectations, which in turn makes it clear when adjustments
are needed (and what they should be).
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Types of Measurement
There’s a time and a place for all of these!

Direct Measurements

Indirect Measurements

Tests

Surveys

Portfolios

Post-Event Evaluations

Capstones

Focus Groups

Recitals
Comprehensive Exams
Papers, Presentations, Assignments
Evaluator/Structured Observations

Direct or Indirect Measurements
Rates, Counts, Grades (depending on the relationship of the measure to the wording of
the outcome!)
Interviews
Documents and Records
Reflections and Journals
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Make Measurement Simple
Keep your goal in mind

Share results early and often

The goal of assessment isn’t to overhaul
your programs or curriculum (although that
can happen). Your goal is to make sure your
institution is achieving its mission. Don’t
worry about getting too granular in your
measurement efforts; instead, focus on
measuring the most important things first
– what matters most to your institution and
your students.

By circulating assessment data widely (and
frequently), faculty can see their impact
on the assessment process and why their
work matters. The valuable insights in
these reports help improve course quality,
enhance the learning experience, and make
it possible to pivot quickly if needed.

Evolve measurements over time
Ideally, your measurements will stay as
consistent as possible each term so that you
can gather longitudinal data and analyze
trends. But it’s also important to consistently
evaluate your measurement strategy to
make sure you’re collecting the best possible
data. Pay attention to results and action
items from the measure, and if you’re seeing
issues, consider making a change.

Eliminate bias
Figure out the best way to measure how
students are performing, and create clear
definitions of success. Rubrics are very
helpful in reducing subjectivity in scoring,
and you don’t have to start from scratch in
developing your own. Find out how other
institutions analyze similar programs and
adapt their rubrics to meet your needs.

Create consistent instruments
Spend the time up front to create
centralized assessment instruments so that
expectations are clear from the start. Clearly
define your outcomes and identify objective
ways to measure progress and results with
validity and reliability in mind.
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Don’t overcomplicate it
Curriculum mapping and activity maps help
surface the most important courses and
artifacts, which are the ones you should pay
attention to. By staying focused, it’s easier to
create a clear, shared understanding in the
organization of what you’re trying to measure
and how best to assess student learning.

Make changes strategically
If you’re seeing an area that needs
improvement, be thoughtful about
adjustments. By measuring the most
important items first, you’ll be able to see
when an outcome requires more coverage
in the coursework or when outcomes need
to be adjusted to align with changes outside
the classroom (new technology, current
events, societal shifts, and the like).

Use the right tools for the process
Assessment software for higher education is
built based on best practices and accreditor
requirements, which means a lot of the
heavy lifting is done for you. If you implement
the tool and work within its templates and
structure, you’ll spend less time designing
and managing your process and more time
applying the insights that come from the data.
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Applying Data-Informed Insights
Assessment is more than pulling together vast amounts of data and running standard reports on a
regular basis. It’s about taking the information you gather and actually doing something with it. To drive
continuous improvement on your campus, you need to dig into the data and act on what it’s telling you.

1

Be Honest

2

Mind the Gap

3

Spread the Word

Accurate, meaningful assessment requires your institution to be really honest about
how students are performing so that you can determine what changes need to be
made to improve the learning experience – and then actually make them.

When you’re reviewing the data, don’t just look for trends – assessment metrics
can also help you identify gaps in the learning experience. This is where curriculum
mapping comes in: it makes it easy to spot when learning outcomes aren’t being
covered (or are being covered in a way that’s not working) and make changes to the
instruction plan.

If a tree falls in a forest and no one is around to hear it, does it make a sound? Your
assessment results should be “heard” across campus. Revisit the data regularly and
find a consistent way to present your findings that is easy to understand and act on.
Share this data analysis to multiple groups of faculty across campus, and do it often.

Preparing for a Data-Informed Discussion
There’s nothing worse than wasting time in meetings, and when you’re striving for continuous
improvement, it’s critical that your conversations around assessment data are as productive as
possible. Here are three ways to make your data review discussions more effective.

A solid summary

A regular review process

The right team

Everyone thinks differently, and
graphs and charts don’t work
for everyone. Provide a succinct
(yet thorough) summary of
the assessment data. This
enables all of the participants
to get an overview in a format
that resonates with them so
that they can come to the
conversation prepared to share
insights and discuss next steps
rather than spending excess
time reviewing the numbers.

Review meetings should take
place at least once a year, but
everyone on the team should
be looking at the data much
more often. If you’re looking
for faculty to participate in
data analysis, find ways to
make it easy for them to
engage on a regular basis,
show them the benefits of
making it part of their daily
work, and even offer incentives.

Be sure to invite key decision
makers to participate in
the discussion, including
department chairs and
deans. Having the right people
at the table not only ensures
you’re getting a wide range of
perspectives, but it also makes
it possible to make decisions
and take action when you
identify an opportunity
for improvement.
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Evaluating the Process
The assessment process is a loop. And part of the assessment process is evaluating the process
itself! Consider these questions:
Are our outcomes still
appropriate?
Are we collecting data from the
right people/systems/sources?

Use the
data, improve the
process

Are we collecting data at the
right time(s)?

Decide
what you
want to
accomplish

Are we collecting data through
the most appropriate medium?
Are we collecting data that
matches the intent of our
outcomes?
Are we able to conclusively
determine the degree to which
outcomes are met with our data?

Collect
data

Deliver learning or
services to achieve
the goals, outcomes,
etc.

The Bottom Line
There are a lot of variables when it comes to student learning, which can make measurement and
analysis difficult. Even when you have clearly defined your learning outcomes and established
what you're trying to measure, it can be challenging to pinpoint what’s working and what’s not. But
with regular review and consistent conversations, you can create a data-informed culture on your
campus and make informed decisions that drive real change.
Using a digital assessment solution like Planning & Self-Study by Watermark makes this easier by
putting all of your assessment data at your fingertips so you can slice and dice the data in a way that
makes sense for your stakeholders.
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For more than 20 years, Watermark’s higher education software solutions have helped
faculty, administrators, and staff focus their energy on driving meaningful change at their
institutions. Our integrated digital tools support assessment and accreditation, faculty
activity reporting, course evaluation and surveys, and catalog and curriculum management.
To learn more, visit www.watermarkinsights.com.

Special thanks to Dr. Erica Eckert, Assistant Dean for Assessment and Accreditation and an Assistant
Professor in the College of Education, Health and Human Services at Kent State University. Her
contributions to Watermark’s Assessment Basics webinar series are the driving force behind this ebook.

